
Spectacular Selfies

Express your creativity through
drawing and collage as you
customize your very own camp
sketchbook! Cut, paste, and
draw in this mixed media art
class.  

Express your likeness and
emotions through self portraiture
drawing! Learn the basic
elements of art and drawing and
explore how emotions can be
expressed through art. 

This class is based around the
physical expression of music.
We'll sing a few songs, explore
some body percussion and learn
basic theory and note reading
while playing the wild and wacky
instrument known as the
"boomwhacker"!

In this class we'll explore four myths
and legends from different areas of
our world, focusing on
understanding a character's
perspective, the conflict and
resolution in storytelling, the "moral
of the story" and acting/improvising
with a partner or group!

Learn basic watercolor techniques
such as color mixing and paint
application to paint beautiful nature
scenes. The skys the limit as you
transport the beauty of nature into an
original landscape painting!

Fine Arts Summer Camp Class List

"Thump, Bang, Boom"

DIY Sketchbook Plein Air Nature Drawing
Campers will learn to creatively
explore and observe their outdoor
environments and create live and
calming drawings of a scene in
nature of their choosing. 

Outlandish Landscapes

"Myths and Legends"



Fine Arts Summer Camp Class List
"Myths and Legends 2"
Continuing our exploration from
the previous week, we'll learn
from the myths and legends we
encountered to create our own!
This week will focus on acting,
expression, creation and
imagination 

Motivational Mosaics 
Delve into the art of mosaics!
Using colorful tissue paper,
create beautiful and vibrant
mosaic jars. Fill your jars with
positive and uplifting notes as
self encouragement during
difficult times.  

Travel through time to explore
mosaics throughout history
from Mesopotamia and Rome
to the subways of New York
City. Using unconventional
materials like CDs, shells,
beads and coins, create
mesmerizing mosaic boxes. 

Pots and Plants and 
Painting, Oh My!
Dig up creative ideas in color
schemes, patterns, and other
stylistic techniques! Create a
beautiful space for growth by
decorating a unique flower pot. 

Painting Rocks!
Looking into nature for inspiration,
campers will transform ordinary
rocks into masterpieces! Learn
about patterns, shapes, and a
wide range of styles to fuel
creativity in this nature-based
class.

Mixed-Up Mosaics
"Crazy Classics"
What do cacti, a mathematical
matrix, chopped up recording
tape, and a fight in a music hall
all have in common? Find out in
this class as we meet a few of
the wild and wacky imaginations
creating music in America
during the 20th century!



Find new and inventive ways to
make art in this No Brush
Challenge class. Old shoelaces?
Funny shaped leaf? A loofa
sponge? The sky's the limit when
you’re thinking outside of the box.

Songwriting
Campers will learn how to write
simple, fun songs with award-
winning singer-songwriter, Ms.
Rachael! Campers will be
equipped with a bunch of tools for
their songwriting toolkit, like
storytelling, melody creation and
rhythm generation. 

Fine Arts Summer Camp Class List
It’s a Bird, It’s a Plane, It’s…
Who said Math and Art don’t mix?
Explore the overlap of geometric
shapes and painting and learn all
about abstract art!

Campers will learn how to make a
variety of different instruments
throughout the weeks of camp with  
materials you can find around your
house!  

No Brushes Allowed!

DIY Instrument Creations


